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APOLOGETICS BOOK RECOMENDATIONS  

WITH COMMENTS 
 

For all the books I have sought to categorise what apologetics schooI(s) they belong 

to. I have added my own definitions of these apologetics schools at the end of this 

document. 

 

Apologetics key book recommendation 

 

J. Frame, Apologetics to the Glory of God (Presbyterian & Reformed Publishing) 

Frame’s work provides a good Biblical framework(!) for apologetics. (Presuppositional 

– somewhat modifies Van Til.) 

 

(See my essay “Frame’s and Van Til’s Apologetic” in Speaking the Truth in Love: The 

Theology of John Frame, ed. John J. Hughes (Phillipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian & 

Reformed Publishing, 2009) for an analysis and critique of Frame’s constructive 

criticisms of Van Til – NB more advanced reading.) 

 

 

Apologetics Further Reading book recommendations 

 

The following two books give plenty of suggestions for further reading. 

 

K. Boa & R. Bowman, Faith has its Reasons: An integrative approach to defending 

Christianity (IVP USA, Second Edition, 2006) 

Also available on the Web under “Faith has its reasons” – in individual chapters 

Good, fair, big and well organised introduction to the different apologetics schools, 

though interprets Presuppositionalism too narrowly. Gives plenty of further reading at 

the end of chapter and via the footnotes. (Integrational). [Much better than the Five 

Views book for an overview to the schools.] 

 

J. Sire, Why good arguments often fail: Making a More Persuasive Case for Christ 

(IVP USA) 

Examines the most common logical fallacies and life and worldview apologetics. This 

is peppered with good responses common objections to Christianity by an experienced 

apologist with a USA student focus. The last chapter is a thorough annotated 

bibliography which gives a wide range of suggested reading. He is not a creationist and 

thinks that creationism is an apologetic liability (but nevertheless does his strategy 

about creation versus evolution have insight?). (Evidential–cumulative case, with 

presuppositionalism from Schaeffer.) 

 

A. Lindlsey, C. S Lewis’s Case for Christ: Insights from Reason, Imagination and 

Faith (IVP USA) 

Lindsley gathers together and updates Lewis’s insights in a clear and readable way. 

Lewis communicates well but he is not always Biblical. (Lewis’s 2 main apologetics 

books are Mere Christianity and Miracles, (William Collins)). Reformulate his 

arguments. (Creative evidential–cumulative case, with presuppositional leanings in 

Miracles) 

http://www.kenboa.org/text_resources/free_articles
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C. Van Til, Christian Apologetics 2nd edition [CA2] (Presbyterian & Reformed 

Publishing) 

The modern father of presuppositionalism, who was the most original and controversial 

of the twentieth century apologists. This is the most compact of his books on 

apologetics but his writing style is frustrating with scattered gold, especially illustrations 

(see my collection of them). Get this 2nd edition edited by William Edgar as it gives a 

helpful introduction and some explanatory footnotes. 

 

Also see Van Til’s Why I believe in God. This is his only work addressed to an 

unbeliever who is “a person of intelligence” who has looked “into, or at least 

been concerned about, what philosophers call your theory of reality.” It is a 

conversation in which he argues “that unless God is back of everything, you 

cannot find meaning in anything,” but lacks a gospel appeal. It is in Bahnsen’s 

Van Til book (see under Advanced books below) with an incisive running 

commentary. 

 

G. Bahnsen, Always Ready: Directions For Defending The Faith (Covenant Media 

Foundation/American Vision) 

Clear collation of Biblical apologetics principles, answers to some questions and 

outstanding article on Acts 17. (Strongly presuppositional.) 

 

K. Scott Oliphint, Covenantal Apologetics: Principles and Practice in Defense of 

our Faith (Crossway) 

Theological and Biblical principles of apologetics with example conversations with a 

well-educated atheist and Muslim. Wants to rename presuppositional apologetics as 

Covenantal apologetics to emphasis the focus of apologetics is revelation from and 

relation to God. (Presuppositional / Covenantal!) 

 

P. Kreeft, Christianity for Modern Pagans: Pascal's "Pensees" Edited, Outlined 

and Explained (Ignatius Press) 

The best of the brilliant Blaise Pascal’s Pensees (thoughts) with insightful comments. 

(Difficult to categorise apologist – a wise Augustinian Roman Catholic evangelistic 

apologist who wants to wake up pagans from their diversions, see their wretchedness 

[and greatness] and that the only solution is Jesus Christ – a mix of Experiental & 

Cumulative Case/Evidential with some Presuppostionalism.) 

 

A.Wilson, If God then what? Wondering aloud about Truth, Origins and 

Redemption (IVP) 

Page turner aimed at more educated non-Christian people. Wrestles with key questions 

(see title) through a series of stories, thoughts, conversations and experiences. 

(Humble Classical/Evidential/Cumulative Case with acknowledging presuppositions 

matter and a Pascalian existential approach.) 

 

Apologetics Advanced Reading book recommendations 

 

G. Bahnsen, Van Til’s Apologetic: Readings & Analysis (Presbyterian & Reformed 

Publishing) 

The one stop shop on Van Til’s Apologetic. Massive book that clearly, helpfully and 

exhaustively, organises, explains and defends Van Til’s apologetic. Misses some of 

Van Til’s flexibility. (Strongly presuppositional.)  

http://www.vantil.info/articles/cvt_illustrations_v1.pdf
http://www.reformed.org/apologetics/index.html?mainframe=/apologetics/why_I_believe_cvt.html
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Also Bahnsen’s Van Til Seminar (series ASV2 mp3s at $1.99 each) 

complements this book, especially mp3s 7-16 

 

A. Plantinga, Warranted Christian Belief (Oxford University Press) 

Important book by a philosopher showing how if Christian belief is true then it is very 

likely it is warranted, by using a model based on Calvin’s doctrines of the sense of deity 

& testimony of the Holy Spirit. Part 1 is hard going & Chapters 6 to 9 contain the heart 

of the book. Sometimes his philosophical outlook gets in the way of Biblical conclusions. 

(Reformed Epistemology (RE) – K. Clark’s Return to Reason (Eerdmans) is a good 

introduction to RE).  

 

F. Schaeffer, Francis Schaeffer Trilogy (IVP) 

Creative apologist/evangelist. This includes his 3 basic books The God Who is There 

(TGWIT - especially read Sections IV to VI), Escape from Reason & He is There and 

His not Silent (interesting theistic proofs). Also available in Volume 1 of the Complete 

Works of Francis Schaeffer (Crossway) which adds an important Appendix A to TGWIT 

on apologetics. (Presuppositional [was a student of Van Til] with some 

evidential/verificational leanings.) 

 

Also see: 

Some Thoughts on Schaeffer’s Apologetics by John M. Frame 

At http://www.frame-poythress.org/frame_articles/2010ScrivenerInterview.htm 

 

Two Christian Warriors: Cornelius Van Til and Francis A. Schaeffer 

Compared by William Edgar, from Westminster Theological Journal, Vol. 

57, No. 1, Spring 1995, pp. 57-80 

 

W.Edgar and K. Scott Oliphint (editors), Christian Apologetics Past and Present 

(Volume 1, to 1500; Volume 2, From 1500): A Primary Source Reader (Crossway) 

Collection, with introductions, of Christian apologetics primary source texts, from all 

eras of Christian thought and schools of apologetics.  

http://www.cmfnow.com/vantilseminar.aspx
http://www.frame-poythress.org/frame_articles/2010ScrivenerInterview.htm
http://www.chaleteagle.org/cybershelter/Study/95040A.htm
http://www.chaleteagle.org/cybershelter/Study/95040A.htm
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Answers to common objections (for unbelievers & believers) 

 

C. Laferton, Good Question: Real answers to life’s big questions (Good Book 

Company) 

Great little booklet answering 12 common questions about life and faith briefly, Biblically 

and by pointing to Jesus Christ.  Good for Christians to gem up and to give away. 

 

P. Williams and B. Cooper, If you could ask God one question (Good Book 

Company) 

Answers from Jesus on the 12 most frequently asked questions about God – 

refreshingly Biblical! 

 

T. Keller, The Reason for God: Belief in an Age of Scepticism (Hodder & Stoughton) 

Good communicator. The first half of the book addresses common objections to 

Christian belief. The second half argues for the Christian worldview. There is an 

intermission halfway through which briefly considers other issues, like why beliefs differ 

between Christians and Christian denominations. The final chapter explains the 

implications of his argument for readers. It is more aimed at fairly well educated people 

as it includes references to literature, art and science. [Evidential – (cultural) cumulative 

case with some presuppositionalism.] 

 

I have not read the following two books but they look like they could be useful (and they 

only partly overlap). 

 

A. Orr-Ewing, But is it real?: Answering 10 Common Objections to the Christian 

Faith (IVP) 

Book Description: Your relationship with God is just a psychological crutch. Belief in 

God is dangerous I used to believe, but I've given it all up Is God real? Is it possible to 

know anything, let alone know him? Why do bad things happen to people who worship 

this God? What about the spiritual experiences of other faiths? All of these accusations, 

objections and questions have come directly from real-life situations. Amy Says, 'I hope 

that the thoughts offered here will help you see what the Christian faith has to say amid 

all the pain, confusion and complexity of life.' 

 

M. Ots, What Kind of God?: Responding to 10 Popular Accusations (IVP) 

Book Description: This book started life as a series of lunchtime talks to non-Christians 

[at Universities], and the author has taken on board further questions and discussions 

along the way. Here is an attempt to answer real, and often difficult, questions honestly. 

'Most of the questions I get asked are about God himself, and not so much about his 

existence as his character,' explains Michael Ots. 'What kind of God is he? How can 

he be good when he authorizes war, allows suffering, represses our sexuality, punishes 

his own Son, and excludes people on the basis of their beliefs, condemning them to 

hell?'  
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Apologetics Schools explanation 
 

Which of the Apologetics School’s you are probably in 

Experiental – fideism 

A practioner: Donald Bloesch 

Experiential Apologetics: Proclaiming Christianity is to be personally experienced by 
living faith (fide) in Jesus, who is a unique paradox (the God-man who is beyond 
reason). But is this apologetics? 

 

Presuppositional – world and life-view apologetics 

A practioner: Greg Bahnsen 

Presuppositional Apologetics: Committed to and showing that the presupposition of 
the (triune) Lord & Saviour is the only foundation of anything, and giving definite proofs 
and evidences, within the presupposition of this Christian worldview 

 

Integrational 

A practioner: Alister McGrath 

Integrational Apologetics: Integrating the perceived strengths of the different schools 
arguments to answer different peoples’ needs 

 

Evidential 
 

Evidential Apologetics: Giving probable proofs and evidences that demand a verdict 
 

The Evidential Family 
 

Classical: Two Step approach: 1) Giving logical theistic proofs (like everything has 
a cause means that God is the cause of the universe) to probably prove God’s 
existence, and then 2) giving evidences (such as the resurrection shows Jesus is 
God and see Evidentialism below) to show Christianity is probably true.  
A practioner: Donald Bloesch 
 

Evidentialism: One Step approach: Giving evidences such as reliability of the 
Bible, fulfilled prophecy, the resurrection and is Jesus a liar, lunatic or Lord to show 
that God that Christianity is probably true, as well as God probably exists.  
A practioner: Josh McDowell 
 

Cumulative case: Informally using a variety of arguments including proofs, 
evidences, search for meaning and conscience, to show Christianity is the best 
explanation of the data (can be referred to as the Verificational method – verifying 
a hypothesis).  
A practioner: C. S. Lewis 

 
Reformed Epistemology 

A practioner: Alvin Plantinga 

Reformed epistemology: Using the insights of Reformed theologians (especially 
Calvin’s sense of deity & inward testimony of the Spirit) to show that belief in God & 
Christianity is rational and warranted with or without arguments. (Epistemology is how 
we know what we know).  Not really an apologetics school by itself but about the basis 
of knowledge which goes with all the other schools. 

 


